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**ABSTRACT:**
The use of automated journalism, also known as robotic journalism or artificial intelligence journalism, became an established practice in English-speaking countries less than ten years ago. Narrative Science and Automated Insights developed creative software that automatically generates reports. Several media outlets, including The Associated Press (AP), have started to publish their reports. Media landscape barriers based on Slavic languages, such as Czech, have caused some delays in the introduction of automated journalism, or artificial intelligence journalism, in Central and Eastern Europe. This article is a case study of the application of algorithms that transform large data files into news texts in The Czech News Agency (ČTK). A research team led by Charles University provided algorithms generating reports on trading results on the Prague Stock Exchange without human intervention to The Czech News Agency in 2019. The study deals with the production of algorithms and compares the rate of generation of messages generated by humans against algorithms and examines their quality. In our research we also used observations and questionnaire surveys of selected journalists and editors who work with reports from the Prague Stock Exchange. The article also provides the opinions of journalists of The Czech News Agency on the application of automated journalism and artificial intelligence journalism in their newsrooms.
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**Introduction**

In the afternoon of 1st November 2019, when trading on the Prague Stock Exchange ended, the algorithms generated a report in Czech about the results of the trading day in one-tenth of a second. The news text of two hundred words was similar to those published every weekday by The Czech News Agency on its service within
the production and presentation of reports? How will elements of automation and artificial intelligence change automated journalism in the Czech Republic, we have the following research questions: What is the change in participating observation for three days in (employees) of its economic editorial office, who are involved in the creation of stock market reporting, and of Social Sciences, Charles University in Prague; the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague; and the Faculty of Applied Sciences in Pilsen. This reflection is based on questionnaire surveys and structured interviews with the three senior editors of The Czech News Agency and seven reporters (employees) of its economic editorial office, who are involved in the creation of stock market reporting, and participating observation for three days in The Czech News Agency. At the beginning of the development of automated journalism in the Czech Republic, we have the following research questions: What is the change in the production and presentation of reports? How will elements of automation and artificial intelligence change editorial practices regarding public service media?

Artificial Intelligence in Journalism – The Problem of a Definitional Framework

The concept of "artificial intelligence" (AI) has become fashionable in many social sciences – including journalism and media studies, which distracts attention from the true nature of its content. In the phrase "artificial intelligence", the public imagines machines or beings that compete with human abilities to learn, understand in context and be creative. In these cases, the appropriate term to use is "artificial general intelligence" (AGI).1 We know them not only from Čapek's drama, R.U.R., but also from the work of the British writer Arthur C. Clarke, 2001: A Space Odyssey, where the onboard supercomputer, HAL 9000, communicates and collaborates with the crew of the Discovery One.² The perception of the terms AI and AGI as synonyms contributes to the problematic conceptual framework around artificial intelligence because AGI is still another hypothesis. Artificial intelligence is still many years from being anything other than theoretical.³ Computers are faster than humans, but in reality, this is "machine learning" (ML), "natural language processing" (NLP) or "natural language generation" (NLG) but they were all created by humans. Artificial intelligence or automated journalism are currently used in several areas in journalism – for collecting information (structured data, processing unstructured information), verifying information, creating texts, visualisations and graphics, and for targeted distribution of information. Many media organisations have used machine learning techniques to solve various tasks.⁴ It was the automatic generation of news texts that led to the notion of artificial intelligence in journalism a decade ago. From a theoretical background, researchers need to focus on areas such as text linguistics, computational narrative and knowledge engineering.⁵ Claims are increasing for journalists, who can now use data analyses or programming skills.⁶ It will therefore be "a combination of algorithms, data, and knowledge from the social sciences to supplement the accountability function of journalism."⁷

The software company Narrative Science and its creative system The Quill started to generate brief news summaries for baseball and softball matches for the American Big Ten Network (BTN) in spring 2010 without human intervention.⁸ BTN.com published them one or two minutes after the end of each match, leading to a significant increase in traffic to the website.⁹ According to Caswell and Dorr, platforms such as Narrative Science’s Quill can create templates: "Each template is designed to operate with a particular data model, and can then be used by the platform to assemble blocks of written text from its text fragments based on any dataset with fields formatted in accordance with that data model."¹⁰ Another example is the prominent software company, Automated Insights, which is referred to as the second major player in this field. Its software, Wordsmith, has written reports for the Associated Press (AP) on quarterly financial results of US listed companies since 2014.¹¹ Elements of artificial intelligence increased the number of published articles in AP's service twelve times (to almost four thousand), and much more attention began to be paid to smaller companies, whose AP's quarterly results were overlooked before the advent of robotic journalism due to capacity reasons.¹² In Figure 1 is listed the percentage development of AP reports on US business results. Journalists reported only about 30% of business results in 2012. This fact was changed due to the advancement of artificial intelligence, which in 2014 managed to process 70% of business results. The sample included 4,292 company and 57,467 economic results reports.¹³ Blankespoor, DeHaan and Zhu found that in this case "automated articles increase firms' trading volume and liquidity. The effects are most likely driven by retail traders."¹⁴

---

Terms such as “robotic journalism” or “automatic journalism” appear more and more frequently. Reflection of the first successes of automatically generated and published reports led to the defining of a new section of journalism as “robotic” or “automated”. Automated journalism or robotic journalism as synonymous terms include the innovative use of algorithms, artificial intelligence software platforms, and natural language generation techniques. Artificial intelligence journalism has subsequently become an umbrella term. Automated journalism includes algorithmic journalism, which Dörr defines as “the (semi-)automated process of natural language generation by the selection of electronic data from private or public databases (input), the assignment of relevance to pre-selected or non-selected data characteristics, processing and structuring of the relevant data sets as a semantic structure (throughput), and publishing of the final text on an online or offline platform with a certain reach (output)”.

AI technologies’ range develops from everyday functions and evolves rapidly. Using artificial intelligence is not as dramatic as starting to use the Internet. What the final impact of artificial intelligence journalism will be is still unknown, but there is great potential for the future. Artificial intelligence is a tool for economic growth; however, there are also concerns about the negative impact that could result from its use; for example, in the reduction in the number of employees after the introduction of robotics and artificial intelligence.

Preparation for the implementation of automated journalism in The Czech News Agency took approximately two months and was tested on data from the previous elections. "The main benefit of using

![Image](https://example.com/image1.png)
this new system was to speed up the news service when data was flipping from the Czech Statistical Office, reduce human errors and make it easier for reporters to focus more on the responses and other elections," Ratka Matecová Marková, editor-in-chief of ČTK, described in an interview the first experience with automated journalism in the Czech Republic.\footnote{MORAVEC, V.: Proustová novinářská činnost. Prague : Academia, 2020, p. 86.} The editors faced a large number of texts that had to be checked and published as quickly as possible during the vote count.

Processing of texts, from the technological point of view, can be divided into two areas. The 

\textit{The Czech News Agency} used the first area where simple algorithms work on the basis of templates. The process is similar to completing a form, with some conditional elements that can be selected from a finite set of sentences based on data values. The second is artificial intelligence based on machine learning. This may include language processing (structure, grammar, style), natural language processing (NLP), selection and a way of presenting data values. The main advantages of using artificial intelligence are speed, error reduction and the extent of processed content.\footnote{LEWIS, S., KULKAM, A., SCHMIDT, T.: Automation, Journalism, and Human-Machine Communication: Rethinking Roles and Relationships of Humans and Machines in News. In Digital Journalism, 2019, Vol. 7, No. 4, p. 409-427.} The \textit{The Czech News Agency} established the second area in cooperation with researchers in 2019, when it began to address the role of automatically generated news from the Prague Stock Exchange (PSE).

\section*{Methodology}

We have combined several methods in our research. We chose a combination of questionnaire surveys, interviews, participant observation and experiments (algorithm creation). We prepared a questionnaire survey for ten employees of \textit{The Czech News Agency}, who deal with stock market reporting. We combined the questionnaire survey with structured interviews. In \textit{The Czech News Agency}, we also participated in observation, which was conducted from 5th November to 8th November 2019. After this visit, we were able to describe very precisely journalistic routines and reporters’ procedures for creating reports from the Prague Stock Exchange. The research poses six main research questions:

\textbf{RQ1:} What organisational and working routines influence the form of \textit{The Czech News Agency} reports about the results of the trading day on the Prague Stock Exchange?

\textbf{RQ2:} What space for creativity and originality is available for \textit{The Czech News Agency} reporters when reporting about the results of the trading day on the Prague Stock Exchange?

\textbf{RQ3:} Which factors influence the speed of publication of \textit{The Czech News Agency} reports on trade relations on the Prague Stock Exchange?

\textbf{RQ4:} What are the positive and negative aspects of the texts generated by the new software?

\textbf{RQ5:} Can this software speed up the creation of \textit{The Czech News Agency} reports from events on the Prague Stock Exchange?

\textbf{RQ6:} How could we use the time that robotic journalism will save for human journalists in \textit{The Czech News Agency} when creating news from events on the Prague Stock Exchange?

The following paragraphs explain how the experiment was formed.

\section*{Rule-based News Generator}

The stock exchange news is generated from the obtained current PSE data by a \textit{stochastic context-free grammar}-driven generator. Such generators produce text by constructing a derivation tree from a given context-free grammar and processing it in a top-down mode. The grammar can be predefined and put down by an expert or learned from data using the AI technique called \textit{inductive grammar inference} – an algorithm which makes it possible to learn general grammar rules from a training dataset of suitable examples.

We employed a combined approach. We used the stock exchange news written by human news writers working at \textit{The Czech News Agency}, as the training set for grammar construction. During the first stage, the dataset was thoroughly analysed using natural language processing (NLP) techniques. The n-gram frequency analysis revealed the most typical expressions, phrases and their co-occurrences as used by human journalists. Subsequently, the grammar was compiled by an NLP expert in cooperation with an experienced journalist who assessed the utterances produced by applying the proposed grammar from the point of view of the prospective readers’ acceptance.

The generator is implemented as a so-called Mealy machine, i.e. a finite-state automaton (FSA) which emits outputs on transitions from state to state taking into account not only the triggering input but also the state the automaton was in. However, thanks to the extent of the training dataset, it is, at certain transitions, necessary to choose from several different applicable expressions or derivation tree branches (i.e. grammar rules). At this point, a stochastic process is applied.\footnote{MEALY, G.: A Method for Synthesizing Sequential Circuits. In The Bell System Technical Journal, 1955, Vol. 34, No. 3, p. 1015-1079.}

The stochastic process is used to select specific grammar rules in situations where more than one rule is applicable. The terminal symbols (i.e. the actual words in certain positions) are chosen from sets of suitable expressions and from within the fitness bounds (in the case of indeterminate quantifiers, see below) randomly, too.

As a result of the above-described process, a halting or ponderous message may come out when the randomly chosen words of which the meanings are too similar or are not usually used in the Czech language (in specific collocations or at all). Therefore, a smoothing is performed as the last step of the text generation. The smoothing algorithm simply replaces frequently repeated words.

This approach can potentially encompass every and any procedure which can be formalised as a condition and a subsequent action – in this case, emitting a part of the news. In the journalistic process of creating news, there is often no hard rule for the right decisions and subjective points of view which come up. A reader cannot often reconstruct the original data from the used wording. The semantic charge (or rather its quality) of Czech indeterminate quantifiers like "mírně" (slightly), "nepatrně" (imperceptibly), "výrazně" (massively), "zásadně" (substantially), "významně" (significantly), etc. is naturally fuzzy and thus there is no widely known deterministic rule for how to objectively interpret these expressions. This also leads to problems when algorithmizing the process of creating news.

We need to set some numeric thresholds in order to use the indeterminate quantifiers as mentioned (Figure 2). In a rule-based approach, a human expert can make up and set this number. Nonetheless, there are still problems: What number should it be? How many numeric intervals should cover the variety of quantifiers? These design choices can be challenging and answering these questions is crucial in a rule-based approach.

\section*{End-to-End Approach}

\subsection*{Generative Adversarial Networks}

We also attempted to use neural nets for text generation learned end-to-end. We employed the so-called Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) architecture for generating headlines.\footnote{GOODFELLOW, I. et al.: Generative Adversarial Networks. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems. NIPS, 2014, p. 2672-2680. [online] Available at: [https://papers.nips.cc/paper/3443-generative-adversarial-networks.pdf].} However, because of the size of the state the automaton was in. However, thanks to the extent of the training dataset, it is, at certain transitions, necessary to choose from several different applicable expressions or derivation tree branches (i.e. grammar rules). At this point, a stochastic process is applied.\footnote{GOODFELLOW, I. et al.: Generative Adversarial Networks. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems. NIPS, 2014, p. 2672-2680. [online] Available at: [https://papers.nips.cc/paper/3443-generative-adversarial-networks.pdf].}
of our dataset and the high variability of phrases used across the news, this experiment did not lead to usable outputs.\footnote{HU, et al., Toward Controlled Generation of Text. In Proceedings of the 34th International Conference on Machine Learning. PMLR, 2017, p. 1587-1596. [online]. [2020-03-06]. Available at: <http://proceedings.mlr.press/v70/hu17e/hu17e.pdf>}

**Served Model and Connections to Data Sources**

The Prague Stock Exchange (PSE) closes down at 16:30 CET every business day. Right after that, we download the available data from the Prague Stock Exchange API (Application Programming Interface). It contains the last prices of commodities and index values with a timestamp. The Prague Stock Exchange does not provide information about the volume of trades in the API, and thus, this specific information is not included in the first draft of the summary of the day published a few seconds after the stock exchange closing.

On top of this, the Prague Stock Exchange cannot guarantee the correctness and finality of the provided information. Historically, there have been several cases of releasing incorrect numbers after the stock exchange closing reported by the PSE authorities caused by incomplete trades. As a consequence, the PSE decided to release day reports sometime after the stock exchange closing. At this moment, journalists also use the PSE web pages as a source of information for news writing. The Prague Stock Exchange’s business model introduces a security delay in publishing information on the publicly accessible website. This means that a human writer should wait 15 minutes to be sure that they have reliable material for their work.

![Diagram of the algorithm of automatically generating reports on trading results on the Prague Stock Exchange](source)

**Stock Reporters of The Czech News Agency – Creating Their Reports and Professional Routines**

The Czech News Agency’s economic service includes a report on trading results on the Prague Stock Exchange every weekday. Reporters of The Czech News Agency cover the development of the main of the three indices – the PX Index, which represents the weighted ratio of the thirteen most liquid shares traded on the Prague Stock Exchange and whose calculation also takes into account dividend yields. Reporters on trading results on the Prague Stock Exchange represent approximately 3.3% issued by HEADLINE (super-short message with a maximum of 144 characters) of The Czech News Agency’s economic service and 1% of the classic NEWS REPORT of the same service.

Seven people participate in their creation out of a total of sixteen who create the complete content of The Czech News Agency’s economic news.\footnote{Remark: by the authors: The Czech News Agency had a total of 184 editorial staff at the end of 2019.} They are experienced employees of the news agency, where even the least experienced member has been working for eight years and the most experienced one has been working for The Czech News Agency for 21 years.\footnote{Note: From own questionnaire survey (10th December 2019).} Only one reporter covers stock reporting every day. All seven Czech News Agency editors reporting on the results of trading on the Prague Stock Exchange are part of our ethnographic research, which was carried out in November and December 2019 at The Czech News Agency’s central office in Prague. We posed three main research questions during the first phase:

RQ1: What organisational and working routines influence the form of The Czech News Agency reports about the results of the trading day on the Prague Stock Exchange?

RQ2: What space for creativity and originality is available for The Czech News Agency reporters when reporting about the results of the trading day on the Prague Stock Exchange?

RQ3: Which factors influence the speed of publication of The Czech News Agency reports on trade relations on the Prague Stock Exchange?

The number and form of The Czech News Agency’s news content on the results of the trading day on the Prague Stock Exchange are based on the commissioning of the agency’s editorial board. HEADLINE is

Automated and robotic journalism in the field of economic and stock reporting has become one of several thematic domains in English-speaking countries. Therefore, in our experiment, we decided on this area in the Czech environment. The birth of the robotic reporter was preceded by a dataset.

We took news released by The Czech News Agency during the time period from August 2009 to March 2019 containing 4,677 pieces of news. The Czech News Agency routinely releases a summary of the market every day plus special news at the end of every week or on other notable days, e.g. the end of the year. We decided to focus on the summary created as a recap after ordinary business days. The Prague Stock Exchange supported our effort by giving us access to the archive of data files summarising market behaviour.

We prepared a dataset from the archive of The Czech News Agency containing 4,677 pieces of news from the Czech stock exchange domain. However, for the purpose of training an algorithm for automatic text generation using structured data, we had to align these pieces of news to reports originating directly from the Prague Stock Exchange archive between January 2012 and October 2019, containing 1,954 data files. As mentioned before, the CNA dataset contains special coverage for certain special events like summaries at the end of the year. Such samples were removed from our dataset as well. The process obviously caused a drop-off. Nonetheless, for the analysis of news structure and domain-specific phrases, all 4,677 pieces of news can be used.
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published first and then the classic NEWS. This happens every weekday as soon as possible after the closing of the exchange (which is at 16:30 CET). The range of the two types of output is different and the content management system technically adapts the length of the headline, which must not exceed 144 characters, and the CAPTION, which is limited to a maximum of 66 characters. Custom NEWS scope is not modified. Both news genres define the editorial rules of the agency “Principles for Creating The Czech News Agency News”. This document will be introduced to new reporters during their training course. The editorial board checks compliance with these principles and then everything is discussed during regular meetings with the staff of the central editorial board. When The Czech News Agency editors referred to editorial rules in our research, they often used the phrase “ČTK Bible”. The importance of HEADLINE is described in the internal rules for creating ČTK news as follows: “Its purpose is to significantly speed up the transmission of the first short information to the client and at the same time to create a service that is directly applicable to mobile phones, TV headlines, and other ČTK services or its clients. In verbal reporting, it is a ‘super short report’, a concise but comprehensible wording of the main news of the future report. This first news (up to 144 characters) are quick, but necessarily fragmentary.” The maximum number of characters is set for HEADLINE, but the number of sentences is not specified. That is why we encounter various forms of this genre in The Czech News Agency stock market news – two sentences, which is usually a set of sentences, or three sentences, where the sentences are simple.

In relation to the NEWS REPORT, ČTK’s editorial rules state that, “there is no universal guide to building a news report”, however, in The Czech News Agency’s textual news it is possible that any subscriber can cut the news, and therefore a well-written report should allow such shortening. The shortening should take place from the end of the news report. In The Czech News Agency, this principle is called the "inverted pyramid”. "The meaning of the information corresponds to its location. Less relevant information is placed at the end of the report. Each paragraph can be the last paragraph,” these editorial rules describe the logic of agency news building.

The introduction of the NEWS REPORT itself must constitute a separate piece of information answering the questions of what, when and where, or who, after separating the rest of the text. In the jargon of the agency this is called a "hard forehead", because it communicates basic information and its source. Our qualitative analysis of The Czech News Agency’s 2019 stock market reports confirmed regardless the author, the NEWS REPORT has the nature of a template, indicating in the first paragraph the change in the PX index compared to the previous day, which shares had the biggest impact on it, which shares showed the opposite trend of the PX index movement, and the last sentence of the first paragraph of the NEWS REPORT refers to the source, which is the Prague Stock Exchange’s website.

Our ethnographic research conducted at The Czech News Agency in November and December 2019 showed that the final form of trading reports on the Prague Stock Exchange is influenced by routines that are part of the socialisation process in the newsroom, when senior business reporters transmit values and the standards of their work to younger colleagues. "When I started here, I learned how to write an article from older colleagues. I know how the stock market report looks from them. Even today I see how other colleagues write news from the stock exchange," one of the stock reporters told us. Another reporter said: "We learn from ourselves. The first paragraph contains basic information on the results of trading and the movement of the PX index, the second paragraph includes the most important changes in share prices, which had a major impact on the development of the PX index, the third notes the share prices with the opposite trend. However, it depends on how the stock market is developing, but there is no precise description of the message structure, it depends on the creativity of each of us."
and quality of data sources from which The Czech News Agency exchange reporters draw information. Since 2016 they have drawn from the PSE website. On this site, business data is delayed by 15 minutes due to the PSE’s trade policy.\(^{47}\) 

The Czech News Agency exchange reporters thus start writing their reports at 16:45 CET, a quarter of an hour after the PSE closes. Our observation and subsequent quantitative analysis revealed that when the Prague Stock Exchange began to change the look and structure of its website in the last quarter of 2019, this was reflected in the times of HEADLINES and NEWS REPORTS on the results of the trading day.

On some days, the data at the end of the trading day was not accessible. Another external factor is information and comments from analysts. There is a delay in completing a report that spans and rewrites, which is more extensive than when it does not contain analysts’ comments. The internal factors include the experience and adoption of routine procedures by stock reporters as well as the workload of the editor who is responsible for reviewing the report and its subsequent publication.

We have decided to verify the results of our observation through quantitative research comparing the times of HEADLINES and NEWS REPORTS on the results of the trading day on the Prague Stock Exchange. We had the release times of 2,366 HEADLINES and 2,285 NEWS REPORTS published by The Czech News Agency on its service between 2\(^{nd}\) May 2006 and 13\(^{th}\) December 2019. The relevant data for our research was only from 2016, when the work of The Czech News Agency exchange reporters did not change organisationally and source-wise. Everything is calculated from the reference time of 16:35 CET, when the trading data is final after the closure of the Prague Stock Exchange (see Figure 3).

**Figure 3: Comparison of the times of origin and publication of HEADLINES and NEWS REPORTS on the results of the trading day on the Prague Stock Exchange.**

Source: Own processing

Figure 3 shows that the adoption of routine procedures by The Czech News Agency exchange reporters led between 2016 and 2019 to a shortening in the time of origin and issue of HEADLINES and NEWS REPORTS by an average of a quarter of an hour. By the end of 2019, several events occurred that increased the time of origin and issue of HEADLINES and NEWS REPORTS again. In connection with the modification of the Prague Stock Exchange website, the time to publish increased again (by an average of ten minutes), so that the issue of HEADLINES and NEWS REPORTS was almost comparable to the time before 2016.

**Robotic Reporter vs. Human Stock Reporter: Competitors or Partners?**

Seven reporters and three members of the management team of The Czech News Agency were involved in our qualitative research – the editor-in-chief, the chief editor and the head of the central editorial office. At this stage we tried to answer three research questions:

RQ4: What are the positive and negative aspects of the texts generated by the new software?

RQ5: Can this software speed up the creation of The Czech News Agency reports from events on the Prague Stock Exchange?

RQ6: How could we use the time that robotic journalism will save for a human journalist in The Czech News Agency when creating news from the events on the Prague Stock Exchange?

All ten respondents agreed in their responses to RQ4 that the strengths of our creative software output are its speed and accuracy. “Accuracy of defined data, speed,” said the editor-in-chief. “After initial embarrassing attempts, they already resemble common reports that could be published after minor edits,” added the chief editor of The Czech News Agency. All respondents identified a weakness in the text output of our software as the weak existence of a comparison of longer time series of the PX index and stock prices, as well as the lack of analyst comments. “It would be inappropriate to work with a number of previous changes to the PX index, and the news would be enriched and diversified. For comparison, yesterday’s headline robot: ‘Prague Stock Exchange stagnated’, and human reporter: ‘Prague Stock Exchange has grown again, but today only a tenth of a percent’,” said one of the stock reporters at The Czech News Agency.

Another stock reporter said on the weaknesses of the software: “I miss a longer-term comparison of the development of the issue or the entire stock exchange. Interesting information is if the stock exchange weakens for several days in a row, whether the Index PX reached a record value or the issue reached the lowest/highest price in a longer period. I also lack the missing context for the development of emission prices. They may weaken or grow, for example, due to the advertisement of business results or significant acquisitions.” While describing the weaknesses of our software outputs, CTK’s editor-in-chief said: “The algorithm does not know a broader generalisation yet (e.g. sectorial), evaluating some phenomenon in a longer time horizon than one day. It also does not evaluate market activity or volumes. It can reliably do most/least, but will not evaluate which title is more important.”

Other reservations were related to the formal aspects of the generated texts. “The report from the robotic reporter shows at first glance that it was not made by someone with a sense of language. The setting is noticeable. For example, when the stock exchange strengthened, it helped (logically) to grow some shares, when it lost, some stocks pulled it down,” said a stock reporter who has been working for The Czech News Agency for 19 years. “There are still formal flaws such as the dot at the end of the headline and repetition of words, which is unnecessary,” added the chief editor.

Three-quarters of respondents agreed in their RQ5 responses that the software could significantly speed up and refine The Czech News Agency stock market news – at least 10 to 15 minutes for both HEADLINES and NEWS, compared to today. “Of course, they’ll speed up if there’s no need to edit them too much. Writing a stock market report takes about 20 minutes, so if the algorithm were very handy, it could be about a quarter of an hour. This is assuming that it still needs to be checked,” said one of the stock reporters. “Yes, it will...
speed it up. Numbers drop into the message itself. compare. Everything can be stylistically adjusted," added another Czech News Agency reporter from the stock exchange. The editor-in-chief of The Czech News Agency spoke about the application of automated journalism elements to the stock market news. "If the algorithm is further improved, it could accelerate it, but its current form serves mainly as a reliable basis, which needs to be supplemented with another context. The algorithm also fails to take into account the impact of current events on the market, which is understandable – this is already a journalistic evaluation. We also usually add some analysis comments to the reports. In my opinion, the savings could be about 10 – 15 minutes in the future, if the algorithm can be improved on the basis of specific comments from colleagues who write news from the Stock Exchange."

Only stock reporters had sceptical views, not editorial leadership. "We could take the preliminary message from the robot as the default text, but it would probably take longer to edit it than writing your own text," said one of them. Reporters and members of The Czech News Agency's leadership in response to RQ6 saw the promise of relief from routine and less creative journalistic work from the application of automated robotic journalism to The Czech News Agency stock reporting. "The editor can perform other, more creative tasks," said the chief editor. "He could devote himself to the creation of other texts that require more journalistic input," added the editor-in-chief. Similar answers were heard from stock reporters. In some cases, time savings would be useful when you need to work quickly on something else," said reporter. "Time can be used for other, more creative work," another added. "The saved time can be used to find additional information that would broaden and humanise the stock market report," also said one of The Czech News Agency exchange reporters.

Discussion and Conclusion

Journalists are supposed to use interesting phrases to attract readers and not bother them by schematically repeating the same skeletal texts. Nonetheless, that is the main reason why the end-to-end methods failed on this relatively small dataset in Czech. Narrow domains such as the stock exchange, weather or traffic have the potential for building up an automatic system for generating news by analysing previous but (man-made) ones, defining grammar and creating automatic generators using structured data.

The debate on automated journalism has focused on algorithms because the financial situation in the Czech newsrooms suggests that the automation of journalism will remain crucial to its mission. Our research confirms that journalists expect that their role will remain important, and that they will work with software to produce reports.

Now we will improve the software with longer time series, remove phrases not found in Czech (for example, we will expand our vocabulary) and carry out further research on how much the preparation of stock market reports will shorten after it is put into operation. All respondents detected the weakness in the text output of our software and also the weak existence of a comparison of the longer time series of the PX index and stock prices. There are still formal shortcomings, such as repetition of words. On the other hand, respondents appreciated the savings of time they had made while using this software.

The implemented grammar-driven generator with hard-coded expert knowledge is able to cover the vast extremes are interesting for readers, and instead must rely on their subjective feelings. The problem with using these sentences is that journalists are generally not able to precisely define which dependencies are still missing. For example, we can use sentences which inform about exceeding extremes.

The system should make it possible to publish routine news items much more quickly than currently when reporters look at the Prague Stock Exchange website. The generated texts will be loaded into the Digital Media Systems publishing programme and will be subjected to the same editorial processes as news items created from the outset by human reporters. The whole process should be speeded up considerably. Journalists have many subjective views (and creativity is important for their work). Future research will focus on their work with automatically generated text. Some of the numerous questions arising could be how much of the automatically generated text will be used by journalists in their work and how they will integrate the new algorithms into the Digital Media Systems publishing programme.
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The implemented grammar-driven generator with hard-coded expert knowledge is able to cover the vast majority of common needs for reporting on the stock exchange trading. However, reports on some long-time dependencies are still missing. For example, we can use sentences which inform about exceeding extremes. The problem with using these sentences is that journalists are generally not able to precisely define which extremes are interesting for readers, and instead must rely on their subjective feelings. The problem with using these sentences is that journalists are generally not able to precisely define which extremes are interesting for readers, and instead must rely on their subjective feelings. The problem with using these sentences is that journalists are generally not able to precisely define which extremes are interesting for readers, and instead must rely on their subjective feelings. The problem with using these sentences is that journalists are generally not able to precisely define which extremes are interesting for readers, and instead must rely on their subjective feelings.


